L arry Green was a graduate research assistant at UC Berkeley in the 1960s, and reaching his office sometimes required pushing through thousands of students gathered around Sproul Plaza to listen to activists like Mario Savio demanding greater freedom of speech. Savio was a fiery speaker and Green recalls how, when Savio needed to catch his breath, he'd yell "All of those who agree, raise your hands." 1 "I sensed the demagoguery influence of getting people publically to declare what they should think." said Green, "Getting people to avow those beliefs with a public showing of hands struck me as social influence that was probably more powerful than the ideology or opinion espoused." Green would go on to write his doctoral dissertation on "status identity theory" and from there, long story short, create a body of work that distinguishes him as the most preeminent scholar in the field of health education and health promotion.
In this issue of The Art of Health Promotion (TAHP) we explore the direction and vision of health promotion by polling the views of editors of this journal, a rich mix of professors, practitioners, and researchers. I can think of no better way to frame a discussion about vision than speaking first with whom I consider our field's most prescient visionary. In my interview with Dr. Larry Green, you'll see that although the context in which freedom of expression is discussed has changed since Green's formative years, the fundamental tension between individual autonomy and the cultural forces that shape health has stayed much the same. An accumulating string of Equal Employment Opportunity Commission lawsuits filed against employer wellness programs speaks to the continuing struggle between balancing autonomous motiva-tion 2 with the systems and process improvement thinking that Green taught nearly all of us who were formally trained in health education.
Green chaired the committee that created a consensus definition for health education, and it included the words "any combination of learning experiences designed to support voluntary adaptations of behaviors…" As you will see from my poll of today's visionaries, terms like empowerment and social forces land side by side. In my view, no one has better depicted the vital interactions between individual, social, cultural and educational forces than Dr. Green and his collaborator Marshall Kreuter.
As various combinations are put in place that some believe strikes the right balance between these forces, and given such is fraught with both ideology and evidence, others are sure to disagree. Mario Savio exhorted disenchanted students: "When the operation of the machine becomes so odious … you've got to make it stop … unless you're free, the machine will be prevented from working at all." 1 Now, 50 years later, who decides where the line is between progressive policies and odious rules? "This has to slow down," said one lawyer relating to his opinion that the wellness incentives provisions of the Affordable Care Act make health screenings nonvoluntary and result in discriminatory cost shifting. 3 My ardent hope is that a future leader of Larry Green's caliber is taking this all in and, like Green, offers us less fiery rhetoric and more substantive direction. Those who agree with me, raise your hands! TAHP-2 I am proud to begin this vision issue with an interview with Dr. Lawrence Green, who even in "pseudoretirement" is a professor and prolific science scholar. Green is also cocreator of the PRECEDE/PRO-CEED planning framework, and I focused on the genesis of this health promotion planning framework because, as Shakespeare wrote: "What's past is prologue." As you will see in the "Purpose, Core Values and Vision for Health Promotion" article that follows this interview, I summarize opinions from 25 experts about future directions for the field of health promotion. What I found remarkable about their wishes and prognostications was the level of fidelity our field holds for the precept that improving health requires concomitant plans for changing the social environment while supporting individuals in behavior change.
Green and Kreuter's PRECEDE/PROCEED framework remains the seminal embodiment of that concept that social and behavioral influences are keenly interrelated. PRECEDE is an "educational diagnosis" meaning Predisposing, Reinforcing and Enabling Constructs in Educational Diagnosis and Evaluation. PROCEED is an "ecological diagnosis" meaning Policy, Regulatory, and Organizational Constructs in Educational and Environmental Development.
In act 2 of Shakespeare's The Tempest, the character Antonia suggests that if we want to understand our destiny, we need only examine what has led us to where we are now. And, I would add, who has led us here. No one has had greater fluency, ingenuity, and devotion than Larry Green in setting the dramatic stage in which the art and science of health promotion will play out its next act. Paul Terry: In this issue of The Art of Health Promotion, I will be fielding vision statements from leaders in this field so I thought it fitting to first collect some thoughts from someone who I and countless others consider our fields greatest visionary. Because the PRECEDE framework has become such a time-honored heuristic for the field of health promotion, I hope to offer our readers both a historical and an autobiographical perspective on what led up to it. As you will see as this interview unfolds, I'd like to explore what from the past is still informing what needs to happen next in the evolution of the health promotion discipline. But first, our readers likely share my interest in a personal question. When I saw you last, you seemed to be threatening more wholeheartedly than usual the idea that your retirement awaits. But your wife was giving me that "I'll believe it when I see it" look. Lawrence (Larry) Green: Yes, and she continues to do that good-naturedly. But I'm somewhere now between pseudoretirement and semiretirement. I've definitely cut down on my hours at the university and am making more time to do things at home that are not strictly work related. And my wife and I love traveling together when we can. I've heard it said that one way to get a good glimpse at influential events is not to attempt a chronological rendition but rather to just pick a point in time. So my questions are intended to have us stay focused early in your career for a while and see whether, as we broaden from that point in time, we can connect the elements that led to your vision for this field. Let's go mentally back to when you were writing your Health Program Planning book. It was first published in 1979 and evolved to its fourth edition in 2005. Can you reflect on your influencers at that time? What was going on the field that prompted you to write that book?
I first launched the model inauspiciously with an article I published in 1974, not expecting it to become a book. And, as evidence of what was influencing me, the article was entitled "Toward Cost-Benefit Evaluations of Health Education." It was toward the end of my assistant professorship and I was about to be promoted to associate professor at Johns Hopkins. This was even before the term health promotion was being used. What was really influencing me most was how economists were making judgments about the relative value and worth of different interventions on the basis of their cost-effectiveness or cost-benefit potential.
So I set about to lay out a framework, which later came to be known by the acronym PRECEDE, that would allow us to trace the determinants and the outcomes related to health and education in economic terms.
Why be concerned about the economics of health education rather than other merits?
What got me to that point, I think, was working for 2 years in Bangladesh in family planning and seeing the dramatic contrast between Western and developing countries in what people considered were the real determinants of health. I spent 10 years as a student, including 2 years as a faculty member, at Berkeley during the 1960s. It was a period when Berkeley was best known for its upheaval and the free speech movement. There were also all the protests against the Vietnam War. So during this developmental period in my life, I was in the midst of tremendous questioning of societal values. One of the questions behind all this was how we spend our money as a society.
And so I think all of these things converged, Paul, on a notion I had that health education was one of the strategies that could help reconcile some of these competing notions. I suppose it is a rather grand landscape on which to place myself as I was developing the model. But it was these competing interests and approaches that were behind our search for understanding. Like many around me, I was deciding what was important and what was worth supporting and looking for ways to influence what needs to happen to help our country and for our country to help the world.
Both the economic questions and value proposition for health education are telling in that these are still being debated. Was the challenge in answering such questions related to whether or not health education worked in improving health? I too recall real skepticism early in my career, especially among physicians, about whether patient education had any role to play in whether or not patients were going to get better.
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Yes, there was very little that we could lean on as solid evidence, and that's where going to Johns Hopkins from Berkeley gave me the opportunity to immerse myself more in the medical care side of the equation. At Berkeley I was primarily schooled in community development, community organization, and community engagement, whereas at Hopkins there was this push for rationalizing the role of patient education in the context of medical care. My first study there was on asthma, and we were able to demonstrate how a patient education intervention could reduce subsequent visits to the emergency room by approximately 50% over an 18-week period.
Do you recall any ambivalence or conflict around moving from a community planner to someone researching outcomes related to individual patients?
I didn't experience any conflict in Baltimore, because that's where everybody in public health at Johns Hopkins seemed to be focused. Whereas when I went back to visit my friends or give a lecture at Berkeley, they were very suspicious of what had become of the wandering prodigal son.
Was that geographic variation, or political ideology, or was it just cultural or professional academic differences?
I think it was all three but particularly the cultural differences between Berkeley and Johns Hopkins as schools of public health at that time.
Well, that's such an interesting backdrop because PRECEDE obviously deals with both individual and societal influences. It is such a brilliant model in the way it weaves social determinants with policy enablers and accounts for behaviors, values, and beliefs.
How much did the concepts you introduced in the articles change before you wrote the book? How were these experiences you were having as you moved around informing the planning model?
The article was published in what was then called Health Education Monographs, later Health Education Quarterly, now Health Education & Behavior. And that 1974 cost-benefit analysis article did present the first rendition of the PRECEDE model. I can't say that there are any real differences between that rendition and what came out in the first edition of the book in 1980. I was teaching from the model for 7 years or so because I had framed the whole health education graduate degree program at Hopkins around the model. I had something to hang each lesson on as to how the model fit with the larger picture of health and what students were going to have to do to change health education practice when they graduated. And, again, that was influenced by certain philosophical underpinnings from my work in Bangladesh, and by my graduate studies in Berkeley in the 1960s where we were reading Saul Alinsky, among others, who many regard as the father of a radical brand of community organizing, and following our professor Dorothy Nyswander, who insisted in the Alinsky tradition that you need to "start where the people are." Dorothy Nyswander was one of the mothers of health education in schools in public health.
Nyswander taught that you don't start with communication or community organizational methods, but rather start with an analysis of what the population wants or needs. And there were plenty of psychological theories about wants and needs from my professors like Nyswander and William Griffiths, who were both psychologists. So psychological theory tended to dominate my thinking and influence the early research that I did and the articles that I leaned on.
And what's the connection between those community organizing influences and your immersion into theories of psychology and individual behavior?
I TAHP-4 sciences mainly by hiring psychologists rather than sociologists or anthropologists. We leaned too heavily on psychological theories related to individual wants and needs and what determines those at the intrapersonal level, so we didn't really develop much of a public health science of sociological influences. Len Syme and Beryl Roberts came to our rescue at Berkeley. Another thing that worried me as a student was that we were being told about methods of intervention, communication methods, organizational methods, and community organization in particular, but we weren't being told how to decide which of these methods to use on which problems. What emerged was health education students, trained over several decades, going into the field and using whichever method they felt most skilled or comfortable with. So the PRECEDE model became an antidote to that tendency and an approach to planning that started with deciding on the right methods. I offered PRECEDE as the alternative: start with a needs assessment, and use a needs assessment at the level of social needs rather than health needs. And when we have assessed social needs or quality of life we can work backwards from there to assess how health problems might be contributing to those social needs. And from there we can determine what behavioral and environmental problems or issues might be contributing to the health problems and so forth as we work backwards through the causal chain.
There was one paper in particular, a monograph by Ronald Anderson, that most influenced the initial PRECEDE model. He was a sociologist then at the University of Chicago, now he's at the UCLA School of Public Health in a sort of semiretired phase also. His model was on social influences on health and he's the one who coined the terms predisposing and enabling. His third influence was need; I thought that need is what resulted from the health problem more than influenced it.
I replaced need with reinforcing factors because this was a point in time when the kinds of needs that we were dealing with increasingly were behaviors that had to be sustained over time. And so reinforcement, I decided, was probably our biggest challenge for the years ahead with respect to controlling chronic disease.
Such were decisions that held up superbly in research that followed. As you recall your time developing the framework, was it incremental and iterative or did you sit down one day and crank it out? I'm asking, in part, as it informs our findings on the "vision and direction" article that follows this interview.
Well, I think it was incremental. I had insights from the asthma and hypertension studies we carried out in patient and family education in the outpatient clinics at Johns Hopkins. As we designed the interventions we leaned back on the theory and the research that would guide the interventions. We considered the predisposing, enabling, and reinforcing factors that needed to change, and I would reflect on what we were learning and tweak things in the model before it was published as a textbook. I was still a pretty "green" Green, surrounded by students and faculty, most of whom were older than I, bringing a wide range of experiences in fields of medicine, nursing, and health promotion application. This was then called the Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health; it's now the Bloomberg School of Public Health. This challenged me to make my representation of the model relevant to wider applications than my own experience held.
Marshall Kreuter joined us in 1978 as a midcareer postdoctoral fellow by way of an NIH [National Institutes of Health] fellowship. He had been a full professor at the University of Utah and, as someone who had devoted more of his time to teaching than to research, he convinced me that the model represented an important teaching tool. We joined with other faculty to develop the textbook about how to use the model in planning and evaluation.
Indulge me and describe your physical surroundings as you drafted the seminal textbook for the health promotion field.
You know, to be honest, most of the more memorable time was at my home with one of my daughters bouncing on one knee as I wrote chapters by hand on notepads on the other knee, and only later got them organized onto typewriters. I needed to read a lot but my children were very young and I wanted to play with them before they went to sleep so it was a mixture of play and work. And at the office I was surrounded by students and my collaborators dropping in. Then I'd need to rush off to give a lecture for a large class of medical students and nurses. I used my preparation for the lectures as an opportunity to develop some of the ideas more didactically for the classroom and ultimately for the book.
So you're a new dad with young kids and your students, who had more years of training than you had, are coming and going. Any particular attitudes you recall having about the profession and the evolution of the field at the time?
Yes. One feeling I remember recurring over the 10 years at Hopkins, but most particularly during the early years, was that I felt that I had an advantage over a lot of other health educators in academia because of having spent 2 years in Bangladesh. Plus I had put in some time in a local health department as well as the state health department and some time in a federal agency as a salaried trainee who had responsibilities to develop programs. Most of the professors at other schools of public health and departments of health education were people who had gone straight from their doctoral degrees into academic positions. So I was trying to make sure that what I did with my research had immediate relevance to practitioners. I devoted a lot of time to understanding what practitioners needed and what mistake they were making in the way they were going about the practice. Well, it will probably be on my tombstone. I came up with that phrase while I was at the CDC [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention] heading the Office of Science and Extramural Research. And what I was trying to do there was to make the research that CDC funded fundamentally distinct and of added value to that which NIH was producing, given they had much larger budgets. And the thing that keeps me going, and not relaxing more, is the sense that we're on the cusp of really getting NIH to make a substantial commitment of support to translational research, which is what they prefer to call it. That is, how do we take the findings from more basic applied research and put it in the field and test its relevance and applicability to different settings?
As I think about the 1960s decade influences that informed your vision, some of it feels "back to the future." Worries about Russia, hostages, terrorism, and individual freedoms were as top-of-mind then as now. So let me press further still on what influenced the development of PRECEDE. What else served as a backdrop for how it then became so popular in training future leaders for the field?
Well, much as I probably tried to avoid them, the protests at Berkeley were all around me and going on constantly. The movement had one somewhat perverse influence in me. Even though I shared their disagreement with the policies against which they were protesting, I bridled against some of the demagoguery of their methods of protest. I was a research assistant during many of those years and I had an office at one end of campus and I lived at the other end so I constantly had to work my way through the crowds. As I crossed Sproul Plaza, I would pause and listen to Mario Savio giving one of his speeches. He would come to a point where he needed to catch his breath so he would ask, "All of those who agree, raise your hands." I'd look around and I noticed how this demagoguery really influenced people. He was telling people what they should think and then getting them to avow those beliefs with a public showing of hands. Who dared not raise their hand? It struck me that social influences on beliefs were more powerful than the specific ideology or argument that people thought were the fundamental grounding of beliefs.
So I wrote my dissertation on a status identity theory that I developed and researched to explain the preventive health behavior of mothers of young children. And, as I rewind the historical sociopolitical context of the Vietnam War and the free speech movement, it showed me how the way people developed and incorporated their beliefs during that time led me to a more critical examination of the literature about the role of social influences on health beliefs and health behavior.
I'm still committed to find ways to get more of that influence into our literature. For example, the article about hijacking I mentioned. I took issue with the schools of public health having invested so heavily in psychologists as their main source of behavioral sciences rather than sociologists and anthropologists because it meant that schools of public health devoted most of the first 20 years of their teaching of behavioral sciences (1960s to 1980s) on health beliefs and health behavior rather than on social-environmental influences on health behavior.
Very interesting, given how many of the experts I query about a vision for the field proclaim that we still come up short in health TAHP-6 equity because of environmental and social barriers. Your first book represented a major milestone in a field trying to rationalize health promotion as a discipline. What other key milestones happened to create a vision for the field at a time when health promotion was a new idea and the word wellness had only just arrived?
Because I was in Baltimore when working on the Health Program Planning model, I was near Washington, D.C., and was often being called on to consult with federal agencies and congressmen. I got involved with Senator Kennedy, who led the charge on the development of the Health Promotion Act, which was passed in 1975. It started out as the Health Education Act, but Kennedy and other members of Congress wisely concluded that if it had the term "health education" in it, it was probably destined to be referred to an education committee and would stand little chance of survival there because education had a lot of other higher priorities than health. So they changed the name to the Health Information And Health Promotion Act. And it then got referred to a health committee. That was the first real volley fired in the use of the term health promotion, which then led to the creation of the Office of Health Information and Health Promotion. I was hired as the first director of that office in 1979, on leave from Johns Hopkins.
Another gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00001462.htm). These gave "health promotion" social-behavioral determinants one-third of the action, or about one-third of the objectives, with another third on "health protection" or environmental determinants, and a third on health services and medical care.
Most people point to the 1986 Ottawa Charter as the first major turning point in encompassing and expanding health education under this broader umbrella of health promotion. But I'm convinced that most of these political and organizational initiatives in the U.S. predated the Ottawa Charter by more than 10 years with the "Health Information and Health Promotion Act of 1975," and with the earlier teaching of health education based on community organization and community development models.
Once a vision for health promotion was underway in the U.S., were there any explicit events that tied your work with Kennedy and Congress to the Ottawa Charter?
After the act was passed in the U.S. and the Office of Health Information and Health Promotion was established, Canada was beginning to develop a national health behavior survey and we were developing one in Washington in the late '70s so we met in Ottawa to see if we could get agreement on some common measures, indicators, or uses so that we would have comparability across the borders. Irving Rootman was the head of the health promotion survey in Canada at that point and I was head of our federal unit so we gathered some staff from our national centers for statistics and the people who would be responsible for the surveys and got some agreement on the measurement of health promotion indicators.
Canada hosted the 1986 Ottawa Charter gathering, which was the first international conference on health promotion, but WHO [World Health Organization] was the sponsor. Ilona Kickbusch was the one who really led the charge in drafting and forging the Ottawa Charter.
Another visionary whose ideas were gaining attention during the 1970s was Halbert Dunn. His book High Level Wellness also created inertia for the field of wellness.
Yes. I was actually very fascinated with his work even before I got to the government in 1979, but especially while I was in the federal government, because for one thing he had the credibility of having worked for the U.S. Office of Vital Statistics. I used him as a touchstone and referred to his concepts as I was trying to defend some of the parallel issues in health promotion, including using his term high-level wellness. Although wellness was not a term that most people in government were comfortable with, I was able to make some headway with those notions. Dunn was a big influence on me when I was developing the PRECEDE model and putting a social diagnosis or a quality-oflife diagnosis at the beginning of the model before you do the epidemiological diagnosis of the health problem. We need to know what people want and need from their broader life perspective without starting with the health question.
And I also hear echoes of Nyswander?
Yes, exactly. Their ideas offered a real convergence for my planning concepts.
I have an interview with Dr. Donald Ardell in queue for this section of the journal. He brought Dunn's ideas to the masses given what a prolific writer and wellness champion he became.
And, like you, he's an abject failure in retirement. But really an abnormal success as it relates to his astounding fitness and continued productivity.
Yes. I was following Don. I subscribed to his wellness newsletter and I met him at conferences, most memorably at the National Wellness Institute's conference in Stevens Point, Wisconsin. We corresponded occasionally and I tried to incorporate some of his thoughts in my reflections on health promotion as I went along. But I have to say, Paul, and you probably had dealt with this perceptual struggle too, that the people who were promoting a wellness approach to health promotion were having dif-" Well, that phrase, 'If we want more evidence-based practice, we need more practice-based evidence,' will probably be on my tombstone. " TAHP-7 ficulty getting traction with the official federal agencies. I always felt an affinity but also had to exercise some caution in using the term wellness.
Same for me, when I was in training in the late 1970s wellness had a fluffy, nonscientific connotation. Don can be quite a gadfly and sometimes harkens Savio's "raise your hands if you believe" approach.
Yes. I think there was some element of that. And like Savio, he was a very bright guy with enthusiastic followers. I really enjoyed reading his stuff and for many he's a wellness hero. Maybe I just didn't articulate wellness well enough because as much as I was able early to use some of Halbert Dunn's concepts, I didn't get much traction in using the term wellness. The ideas were more readily embraced by industry with the development of health promotion programs in worksites and you and others really were able to run with that very effectively, which, in some ways, took the pressure off me in my work in government. Even though I was more on the fringe of the wellness movement I was able to put some emphasis on worksite health promotion. I helped with Rebecca Parkinson's book on workplace wellness. 1 
I later met Michael O'Donnell and contributed to the first edition of his book on worksite wellness. 2

The vision for the field changes depending on the lens you look through. Having spoken often at all the conferences, you've seen the revival like atmosphere of the National Wellness Institute compared to, say, the more staid academic approach of the American Public Health Association. And, of course, you've been generous contributing to this Journal's The Art and Science of Health Promotion conference and many academic health centers. How have these different lenses affected your vision?
The health promotion conference that Michael O'Donnell has held now for 25 years has been a kind of a rallying point. Not quite as evangelical perhaps as the Sproul Plaza experience I reflected on at Berkeley, but certainly with an element of that kind of religious fervor. He's got a loyal entourage that supports him and I'm among them and I respond whenever called upon. Michael has done a terrific job, with your help and many others, in putting a more scientific stamp on the whole framework and I applaud it. He's defined health promotion in his own way and has gained considerable consensus for his definition.
A Venn diagram with several circles comes to my mind as I think of the overlaps between the conferences and the academic centers that I want to encourage and to have continued communication and interactions. The American Public Health Association is the central circle for me as I was trained in the school of public health with its epidemiologists, biostatisticians, and environmental health and public health nursing experts. I see the wellness dimension of health promotion is one of the circles that works off of that central circle and health education is another, because my major professional touchstone continues to be the Society for Public Health Education. These circles all interrelate and people ought to lay the emphasis on their careers in different ways, and these organizations give them an outlet to do so. My initial degrees were in public health education so I continue to honor those roots.
In your book Health Promotion Planning, you also published a definition of that health education that I committed to memory and have used often. It came out of a WHO consensus panel you led in 1998. The original definition was that programs should be "designed to facilitate behaviors conducive to health." My recollection is that you got pushback from the public health community, who thought it too individual centric, and you later changed it from "behaviors" conducive to health to "actions" conducive to health. Do I have the history correct and, if so, was the vision at the time moving from individual to community action?
Yes, and those changes happened over the series of four editions of the book because as the terrain was changing we needed to change the focus to keep up with a changing vision. And, in some cases, we hoped to lead it. But yes, I think you've found one particular change of words that is a very good example of how we always thought of behavior as social behavior and the behavior of populations, and the word "actions" encompass that more visibly as well as the need to give more space to capturing changes in policy and organizational actions.
Changing policies can be controversial. At one juncture in your career you personally became a case in point that policy action and individual actions can get mired in political and ideological differences.
Well, yes, a major contribution of the World Health Organization to the emergence of health promotion in the early 2000s was the leadership from Geneva on global tobacco control and their convening of the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control to develop an international treaty on it. I was heading the Office of Smoking and Health at CDC at that time and was asked by the Clinton administration to represent CDC on the U.S. delegation to the negotiations in Geneva. During the first round of negotiations, we put forward before a set of relatively progressive U.S. positions on the many dimensions of tobacco control. Then President George W. Bush was elected shortly before the second round of negotiations. Our delegation dutifully went to Geneva, but with some uncertainty about where the White House stood " With the Ottawa Charter, the health promotion community has initiated the third public health revolution and heralded a new public health, which considers health 'a resource for living," places it firmly within the context of everyday life and has empowerment at its very core. " -Dr. Ilona Kickbusch, http://www.ilonakickbusch.com/kickbusch/health-promotion/index.php TAHP-8 on the positions we had put forth at the previous meeting. We arrived in our hotel to a barrage of cables from Washington instructing us to reverse many of our positions. I felt sufficiently humiliated by the stances we were now told to take that I pleaded with the chair of the U.S. delegation to let me leave Geneva a day early. I returned to Atlanta and told the director of my center at CDC that I would resign my position with the Office on Smoking and Health so that someone in a less conflicted position with the White House could represent CDC in this seat on the U.S. delegation.
Even though your vision has long been of a field that encompasses social, not just individual, behavior, we're still not aligning that theory with practice. You know about Dr. Shelley Golden's excellent research on where the field has been because she and her coauthor Dr. Jo Anne Earp won the Lawrence W. Green Paper of the Year Award for "Social Ecological Approaches to Individuals and Their Contexts: Twenty Years of Health Education and Behavior Health Promotion Interventions," which was published in the journal Health Education & Behavior. They did a systematic review of over 150 research papers and found that most interventions focus on individuals rather than institutions or policies. Why the chasm?
The first reason for the gap is that most of research they reviewed is funded by NIH, which has criteria for peer review that drives the focus to the individual level. It's a reductionist model that persists because of their roots in biological and biomedical sciences. To get funding for a significantly robust study you're most likely to have been funded by NIH. And to get funded by NIH, you need to have criterion variables of impact that are measurable at the individual level. That keeps driving the researchers, however interested they may be in community level or multilevel interventions, toward individual measurements. That's also what gets published, because editors are imbued with the same criteria and the same demand for randomized controlled trials, which usually require sufficient n's randomizing individuals rather than organizations or communities. That's what drove me to coin that phrase about practice based research when I was director of science and extramural research at CDC.
There is going to be a special issue of Health Education & Behavior that Jo Anne Earp and Lisa Lieberman are coediting that builds on Golden's review. I'm coauthor of a paper in that issue that traces two great public health promotion success stories that played a big role in tobacco control and automobile injury control. We know public health research, epidemiological research, and social epidemiological research on tobacco control and on injury control have been able to leverage successes at the local level. These studies demonstrate what can be accomplished with state laws and federal laws that have denormalized driving poorly, driving under the influence of alcohol, or driving without seat restraints. We also have demonstrated this in relation to tobacco use in public places. So I think a case can be made that is more reassuring than Golden and Earp's review. And, you know, we can point the finger at NIH but in fact we are the peer reviewers so we should also look at our own behavior. you're going, any road will get you there." It is said that Queen Victoria so loved Carroll's Alice in Wonderland tale that she asked that he dedicate his next book to her. She was surprised to receive a scholarly book on mathematics. As you will see in my interview with Dr. Larry Green in this issue of The Art of Health Promotion, creating a vision for health promotion was mostly derived from disciplined and quantitative science, but oftentimes it was also fanciful and serendipitous. For this article I invited the editors from this journal to reflect on their vision for the field of health promotion. Twenty-five experts shared their ideas anonymously. Collectively, they represent backgrounds in academe, health promotion practice, and research.
Lawrence W. Green is Professor, Department of Epidemiology & Biostatistics, School of Medicine & Helen Diller Comprehensive Cancer Center & Center for Tobacco Research & Education at the University of California at San Francisco
Select Short List of Honors Bestowed on Larry Green
When I wanted to feature a best case of creative visioning for our field, I turned to Dr. Green as an exemplary leader who transposed his ideas for the field of health promotion into a cohesive planning framework. To guide the process of asking other leaders in the field for their visions for health promotion, I turned to a framework developed by Jim Collins, one of the county's most successful business scholars, who is also a prolific writer and speaker. On his Web site, Collins suggests his framework is best used in conjunction with his book Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies.
I sent this journal's editors the vision exercises that Collins makes publicly available on his Web site (see: http://www.jimcollins.com/tools/vision-framework.pdf). His exercises start with expressions of core values, then move to opinions about core purpose and, finally, ask about big audacious goals. Much of Collins' work is with companies or organizations, but for this exercise, I modified his questions to relate to the values, purpose, and vision for the field of health promotion. The following are the three questions to which this journals editors responded. I provide some observations after each question about where these visionaries come together and reflect on those ideas that stand apart.
Question One:
What core values should guide the health promotion profession? Write words or phrases that capture our purpose, something you're professionally committed to, values that inspire and that are true ideals. (There is a "test" of your core values in the Collin's framework.) Editor's comment: As is apparent from the "wordItOut" word cloud below that I created from our experts' opinions, the health promotion profession holds evidence and evidence-based approaches to health promotion to be a core value. At the same time ethics, justice, and fairness are also guiding our work. And it stands to reason that the word integrity is repeated often because, in the context of this exercise, it means that we are a profession that knows what we stand for and we stay true to our values.
• Social justice, kindness, transformation • Health equality. Empowerment. Participation. • Improve health and quality of life, reduce health inequalities, and reduce health care costs including indirect costs. • The implementation of evidence-based health promotion approaches to benefit the overall mental, cognitive, social, and physical health and well-being of all population groups. • Evidence trumps assumption. Communities of all kinds (professional, nonprofessional, identity defined, geographically defined) possess knowledge and expertise essential to the success of health promotion. • Adding years to life and adding life to years. A family and community focus; no one is an island. Share personal and public responsibility; empowerment for all. • Fairness, integrity, honesty, concern for others, belief in the possibilities of the human spirit, and collectiveness. Editor's comment: Interpreting the word cloud I created from the purpose statements for question two is an exercise in trying to extract meaning from density. That alone suggests to me that we want to do it all as a profession and, indeed, promoting health is nothing if not complex. What such density behind our purpose also suggests is we are a profession that, at least in aspiration, seeks to have far-reaching influence on people, their environments and behaviors, and the social determinants of same. In short, sign us up to change the world.
• To promote social justice as it relates to health through transformative experiences based on kindness. I would like to highlight the "transformative" nature of our work because I would like to contrast it against current health promotion with a strong emphasis on "management." • Health promotion helps individuals understand their bodies, both wellness and illness, and the actions they must take to remain healthy. This is inspiring because it speaks to empowerment at both the individual and societal level. • The core purpose of the health promotion field is to ensure that policy and practices across all sectors, not just the health sector, benefit and do no harm to the overall health and wellbeing of all population groups. Examples of this include working with climate change experts in promoting active travel, or working with urban planners to design livable neighborhoods that support healthy eating and physical activity. • Our main purpose is to empower people to stay healthy and happy while respecting their individuality. It is not sufficient to address only some behavioral issues such as diet or physical activity. Human behavior involves deep issues that must be studied so that we may help people live better.
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• The core purpose of the field of health promotion is to allow people and communities to harness the skills, knowledge, and power to achieve the healthiest possible future. • The purpose of health is to make life better. So the purpose of health promotion is to promote the capacity to get more out of life. • The purpose of health promotion is to insure the best possible health outcomes for the greatest possible number of people through a diverse, knowledgeable, collaborative workforce. • The core purpose of health promotion is to have a society free of preventable disease and a citizenry that aspires to take action on improving their health through education and behavioral modification within a supportive environment.
To read additional Core Purpose statements submitted by editor respondents, visit this journal's Web site and click on our blog: http://healthpromotionjournal.com/blog/ Question Three Write a vision statement about the field of health promotion 15 years from now. This "big audacious" goal is something that stimulates change and represents progress.
Editor's comment: Taking our expert editors' ideas in sum, they convey a vision of a future where the health promotion profession has had a measurable and beneficial impact on the health and well-being of the world. Most striking for me is our professional advocacy for inclusiveness and the need for our field to make greater gains in reducing health disparities nationally and globally.
• The field of health promotion develops, tests, and advances strategies based on theories and best practices to ensure that ALL individuals have the tools and resources they need to live healthy and productive lives. The field unites the best available approaches that focus on change in individuals, families, institutions, communities, and social and public policy, while providing evidence and strategies to reduce or eliminate practices that undermine individual and community strategies to promote health. • Health promotion becomes part of the culture/social norm where, regardless of relationships (e.g., employer and employee, health plan and the covered, friends, family, pastors and congregants), people care about their own health and others' and they are skilled to practice self-care and engage in helping others' health improvement effort. These skills should be learned in households, schools, community organizations, worksites, and so on. • Health promotion is to make population healthier and active, and to build supportive environments and societies through identification of health determinants, multi-strategies, and intersector collaboration. • This could be framed around the O'Donnell SAMSO model.
For example, an ambitious goal would be that every individual in our nation would be provided opportunity to achieve their optimal level of personal health and well-being within 15 years. Opportunity could be defined in terms of level of support that makes healthy change reasonably likely. We might also want to think in terms of this level of opportunity being provided at the community level, i.e., every community in the nation is committed to providing opportunity to its members to achieve their optimal state of wellness. We might also set a funding goal that would make this feasible, e.g., funding for wellness will be at least 10% of that for health care. • To increase the implementation of cost-effective health promotion programs in the workplace, school, and neighborhood by at least 25% in the next 10 years. • That health promotion is fully integrated across sectors so that health and well-being are key priorities across sectors other than health.
• I think we must change our mental model and look for innovation to increase the efficiency of our programs and activities and improve outcomes. So, research, adoption, and diffusion of innovative technologies are needed. We need to focus on the complex system of health, human behavior, and social determinants of health and try to scale up innovative approaches that are scientifically based and cost-effective. A t one of this journal's annual conferences I hosted a session on "A Vision for Health Promotion" with Larry Green and Ken Pelletier. To make things challenging for two of our field's greatest thinkers, I asked Green to present himself as
Greek philosopher Aristotle and Pelletier to play the role of German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche. Our meeting room was at a resplendent Lake Tahoe lodge that happened to include a dais complete with a back stage and it was unclear to me why Larry asked to stay back there during introductions. That is, until at just the right moment in my introduction of him as the renowned Aristotle, Green threw the curtains apart with a flourish and, chin held high, strode out wearing a striking white toga. Actually, it was a bedsheet he borrowed from his hotel room, but it certainly produced the intended effect. Our audience was delighted. Their amusement inexorably turned to awe as Green and Pelletier stayed in character for the next hour, orating on all manner of contemporary issues while quoting liberally from their respective namesakes.
In this issue of The Art of Health Promotion, I reveled in another such professional highlight as I edited an in-depth interview with Dr. Green. I featured our field's most visionary leader as a deliberate backdrop to a visioning exercise I also present in this issue that captures the views of many other of our field's top experts. Larry wrote this to me after the interview: "I hope what we have jointly forged here, with this provocative and logical sequence of questions and probes, offers the themes and strands of a story about the field as much as about me." It's a pithy proposition because we work in a field where the biographies of our leaders and the forces that shape their visions are inseparable from the very tenets that guide the direction of our work.
As you will notice in Green's interview, he chronically circles back to what seemed to me to be an inexhaustible preoccupation with unmet social needs. Green, like his mentors, was forever "looking for ways to influence what needs to happen to help our country and for our country to help the world." And, not coincidentally, when I ran a word cloud on the answers from our experts on the "core values" that guide the field, the word integrity popped out. We are a profession bent on changing the world for the better, in no small part because we have been led by visionaries like Green who hold Aristotelian views connecting the mechanics of the work of health promotion to morality and probity.
One of my first jobs was as a college men's gymnastics coach and health education instructor. Coaching is results-based work with win/loss records being obvious success indicators. Years later I served as the chief executive for two different health organizations. These were also results-driven jobs where helping to create a vision was included in my duties. Dozens of financial and other performance metrics serve as success markers in any sector, but if one has truly been indoctrinated into principles of health promotion and disease prevention, such measures are primarily a means to the greater end of advancing health. Great college coaches, regardless of their win/loss records, are wired for inspiring the best in student athletes. Health promotion professionals, influenced by leaders like Green, as is evidenced by the vision statements of other leaders in this issue of The Art of Health Promotion (TAHP), hold solving health problems as our raison d'etre. Still, one paradox of working in prevention is that the results of our work are ultimately unknown and unknowable. I wrote about this conundrum, one that is not unique to public health, in a 2003 special issue of this journal on "A New Vision for Health Promotion." 1,2
Surpassing Our Masters
It is a joy to work in a profession where doing well involves doing good, but it is also disconcerting that much of our vision language remains stilted and vague on deliverables, especially those related to changes in public policies and culture. Aristotle lectured about the "golden mean," arguing that we need to avoid extremes. In my interview with Dr. Green, we discussed Shelley Golden and Jo Anne Earp's systematic review of over 150 research papers showing that most interventions of the past decades focus on individuals rather than institutions or policies. 3 Their paper won the Lawrence W. Green Paper of the Year Award from the journal Health Education & Behavior. I asked Golden why, in spite of such a lucid model as Green's, our profession still tilts so far toward individuals and their health habits. "I think many of us focus on individuals because we are passionate about people. Many of us chose health promotion because we have experienced or witnessed healthrelated issues in our own lives and the lives of people we care about." Golden is a clinical assistant professor at the Gillings School of Global Public Health at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She further offered that "we believe people should be able to take control of their lives and their health, and we often have the privilege of
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Shelley Golden, PhD, MPH, UNC Chapel Hill working with individuals and groups dedicated to social justice and empowerment of people." As much as Green's imprimatur graces Golden's research, I was glad to hear his opinion that "a case can be made that is more reassuring." He said this in reference to two "great public health promotion success stories" he is presently writing about that show the links between epidemiological research and community health changes resulting from state and federal laws inspired by the research. And my correspondence with Golden affirms that she too believes we can become less one-sided. "We need to bring this facet of our background (our belief in individual empowerment) to discussions of policy and environmental change to ultimately balance individual and social responsibility for health."
I thought there could be no one better than Golden to explain how Green's work could help all of us better apply Aristotle's golden mean to health promotion. Said Golden: "Dr. Green's work epitomizes the balance of individual agency and structural factors. In his writing on ecological models, 4 he reminds us that health promotion is a broad field that recognizes health as complex and socially and individually determined. He teaches that population health is modifiable if we are willing to understand problems sufficiently, assess the resources and limitations of our working environment, and partner in meaningful ways with the people whose health we aim to improve." For a recent compelling example of someone putting his personal stake in the ground to change public policy, read Michael O'Donnell's article about his strategy and commitment to changing tobacco policies at his workplace and influencing culture wherever else he goes. 5 Golden's impressive research, along with her thoughtful answers here and those of the 25 other contributors to this vision issue for TAHP, remind me of a quote from Leonardo da Vinci: "Poor is the pupil who does not surpass his [or her] master." Given Larry Green is a consummate teacher, I expect he shares my hope that da Vinci was right. I'm optimistic about how Golden and O'Donnell and countless others are destined for building on Green's work in a way that honors his admonishment at the end of the above interview. That is, if we are to improve our capacity to influence policies, then first we need to look at our own behavior.
